
 

Mountain racing, Jap car sliding, tyre smoking, cherry blossoming, wicked off 
camber hairpins and drop-in over-steer are what you find with the Taito take on 
Drift racing.  Erm, so pretty much the same as it’s contemporary’s at Sega and 
Genki?  Yes.  As with most decent racing games, it’s the handling model that 
sets it apart.  Don’t be fooled by the in-car cockpit view...it’s a very arcade—fast 
as you like handling requiring some intense concentration on the point-to-point 
sections.  Oversteer is mostly achieved by the ‘gutter drop’.  Extremely fast and 
drift-tastic, it’s a rewarding game well worth some extended play.  Comparisons 
can be drawn with Initial D but it’s a world apart form the more realistic take 
from Atlus/Cave Touge Racer or the even more sim-handling Kaido Battle 2.  
 

The first version Battle Gear actually arrived in 1996—the Japan only game Side-
by-Side.  It featured four courses (the four seasons), gravel, snow, tarmac and 
two cars from four Japanese Manufacturers (the usual suspects, which, in 1996 
were not all that common in games!).    We didn’t get to play in Europe until 
many versions later when Battle Gear landed in arcades in 1999. Several sequels 
followed.   
 

In Japan it featured in 1997 on Playstation (Side By Side Special) and later onto 
PS2 the Battle Gear games.  However in Europe, we have only ever been provided 
with a version of Battle Gear 2 on PS2— a Budget Midas released called ‘Tokyo 
Road Racer’.  It was a faithful conversion and even included link-up play.  How-
ever, BG2 can only dream of looking as sumptuous as BG3—which took a really 
big leap forward in the graphics.  
The in-car view is brilliantly executed in all versions (camera motion, viewing 
angle etc)  and interestingly has always been a right hand drive game, despite 
mostly being for the domestic market.  Thankfully the arcade game has always 
been popular and is found all around the UK. 

If you see it, play it.  Lots. 


